
For the umpteenth time, you say to yourself “I am certainly not in Waterdeep anymore.”

Not that your former haunts in Waterdeep were necessarily much different than where you sleep now.  Your parents, 
when they actually cared, would throw a fit if they learned where you were.  Certainly not due to fear for your safety, 
of course, but to be seen, with those people?  Associate with them?  You sully your name!

Being half a world away does have its advantages.  Valls is what they told you the city’s name was, in a land known as 
Damara.  This name you know vaguely, but certainly not enough familiarity to visit nor enough to survive outside 
these city walls.  Not that your trip was quite the planned one.  Whatever one may say about ‘sir’ <spit> Vallius, he is 
not cheap with his defences.  Why one would use a trap to teleport the would-be-thief out to here is anyone’s guess 
-- maybe he thought it a good joke.  Whatever the reason, here you are while the object of your pilfering rests quite 
happily back where you came.  A joke indeed.

You thank your foresight to have snuck some coin before going for the larger prize.  Valls may look like the seedier 
parts of Waterdeep but seems priced as though it was the Upper Heights.  You guess it is due to the number of people 
here;  as a matter of fact the streets are choked with dismal-looking people.  Gossip was never your true calling, but 
you know enough to handle yourself through the crowd, and have easily picked up that times were once better than 
this, and that the influx is due to hardships all across the kingdom.  Amazing is how small this city is, yet how large 
it feels due to being so densely packed.  

And how cold.  Waterdeep was always warm, even in the poorer quarters.  Ceasing to stare at the ceiling, you rise, 
putting on your jacket and boots (courtesy Vallius’ purse) and head out of your room to wander the streets.  So far, 
you haven’t had to work, but the gold you carry won’t last very long in a city that has become so cutthroat.  For 
the first time in your life you are beginning to realize just what kind of existence you had in Waterdeep -- and how 
shallow you had become.  Duelling was fun, easy;  the adventure of break, enter and charitable redistribution (you 
chuckle at your own term) was also fun, easy, and yet maybe not as fraught with danger as you once thought.  Out 
here, well, where is out here?  No one will hire an entertainer like yourself, few deserve to be the recipients of your 
second profession, and where can you go when the money runs out?  Shale was the one for the wilds, one for travel, 
the one with the wisdom.  He would be much better suited.  He would know what to do.

With a start you look up from your meandering.  Such reverie, especially such disheartened reverie, was certainly 
not conducive to one’s continued survival, either in Waterdeep or in Valls.  Looking around, you notice a crowd has 
gathered near the town square.  Hoping atop some refuse, you spot a parade of wagons, their colourful banners flowing 
in the wind, a small gnome gesticulating wildly and shouting.  Entertainers, you soon surmise, with the population out 
to catch a glimpse of something other than their own misery.  Smiling, you realize you’ve obviously assimilated quite 
well to the mood of the locals with your own dark thoughts.  Maybe you could use some distraction as well.  

As you prepare to hop down to join the crowd, your sharp eyes catch something else, a movement you are all to 
familiar with.  Crowds always bring the unsavoury, and in these harsh times the strong will prey on the weak even 
more fiercely.  Gliding from your perch, you interpose yourself between the gang and their teenage to-be victims.  
With a smile, you draw your verbal barb.  A counter.  Parry.  Riposte!?  You begin to wonder if these ruffians are more 
than the average thug.  Looking them over, you realize their clothes are props, appearing quite willfully soiled.  Before 
you can fathom more, a quick left-handed draw is needed to circumvent the steel aimed at your back.  Twirling around, 
you evade another as you draw your rapier, locking blades with the more-than-thug who is now grinning in turn... 



Damara.  

Though your foot never set upon her soil, Damara is a land you know well from your trading days. The realm’s 
distinctive Bloodstone Bars were the preferred unit of wealth in many treasuries across Faerûn, from the Moonsea 
states to Cormyr to Tethyr and even towards Waterdeep.  Bloodstone was the currency of high trade, used in places 
of regular currency in all trading circles and was highly coveted in the money markets.  

Until about a decade ago.  Though your path long diverged from merchant’s trail, a decade worth of travel and rumours 
have kept you aware.  Abruptly, trade with Damara nearly ceased and with it the flow of bloodstone.  Once-desired, 
the trade bars bearing the seals of the Damaran duchies became instead cursed money, sold off in great numbers.  The 
subject has become taboo.

As you walk into the city of Valls, it is no mystery why Sandukhul has guided your wandering to this place.  

Tragedy has befallen the once-proud kingdom, etched on the faces of those you pass.  Throughout your month-long 
journey you have witnessed countless peasants barely scrape a living off the land.  Valls itself, as a city, remains 
functioning only by the barest of threads.  Swelled with the refugees, the downtrodden fill the streets with need.  
The strong sometimes prey on the weak, the resourceful find a niche, the merchants are able to drive hard deals, the 
temples help where they can, and in the middle are those who just hope for shelter and a meal.  

You look up from the group of children you have been entertaining to scan the city once more.  From the muddy 
alleyway framing your view, you spot the banners of yet another caravan, more refugees likely in tow.  But on second 
look these banners seem unusual, not like those of the usual trading parties.  Squinting, you examine them more 
closely and realize that they bear the flowing script of a traveling show.  Oddly cruel in juxtaposition against the 
backdrop of hardship, you note that distraction and enjoyment the show will likely bring is a welcome respite for the 
beleaguered people.  

Indeed, you can see quite the large crowd has gathered to line the parade’s route.  Returning your attention to the 
children, you see they too have caught sight of the banners.  Within minutes they begin edging towards the crowd.  
Rising, you take their hands and begin to make your way towards the city square.  You do not know the type of 
traveling show this may be, but most cater to all audiences lest they restrict their potential takes.  Slowly walking, 
you keep watch on the children, your attention diverted momentarily by a large crash coming from the direction of 
the parade, your attention then fully gripped towards the city square by the very distinct sound of bone being crushed 
within the jaws of something undeniably powerful... 



“I am free.”  The mantra you have recited since you left Hillsafar.  Another day has dawned.

Why you remain here, you are not sure.  It has been two weeks since the accident, two weeks of living in this stable, 
in a city overrun with the desperate.  The open road is not your enemy, you have traveled far and wide already.  Yet, 
you remain in Valls.

Certainly no one is ushering your departure; few even cross your path willingly.  You may not have reputation this far 
out of the heartlands, but even in your most humble of moments you know you look the part.  Quite possibly, you 
could stay in this stable, or even in one of the inns, without the need for coin but that was never your way.  Sometimes 
you have helped at the stables, sometimes you have paid from what was left in your purse, sometimes you have hired 
out your large frame to help move things.  No work is to be found guarding outgoing caravans... even if you had been 
looking, you tell yourself.  

Brushing the last pieces of hay from your clothes you step out into the street, joining the teaming masses.  Towers, 
towers, why do wizards always live in towers?  Especially in a city where its charred top gazes over the city in 
vigilance, reminding you every step of the way of what happened.  Or, whatever happened in that wizard’s library.  You 
saw the City of Brass.  Gillopalatos gave no indication that anything was going awry.  Aire’cet... is now gone.  She may 
be in the City of Brass, exploring its towers;  or enslaved by the inhabitants.  

Slavery.  It seems to follow everywhere.  From the faces on the passers-by you suspect that people here are not living 
without as much restraint as they would like to be.  The constant influx of refugees to this city is testament that there 
is hardship in the land, hardship they are trying to escape.  But within the city there is no escape, only new hardships 
and new lords to rule over them.  Strong bodied but the feeble willed individuals always seem naturally drawn to the 
easy task of preying on those weaker than themselves.  

Aire’cet always laughed affectionately at your occasional single-mindedness when it came to this.  But she did not live 
under the whim of masters for so many years.  She also did not grow up where you did, in a land where slavery was 
considered the norm.  You could be forgiven for such a fixation.

Sometimes, though, events prove you right.  

To your well trained eyes, their patterns indicate great training and coordination, and a purpose.  Following their 
direction you easily guess their prey;  following their motion you guess their aim.  Who would miss a group of 
teenagers in a city so flooded with people?  Indeed, it seems the whole town has turned up in the centre square today.  
Odd, you think, but not your concern right now.  

Gathering yourself to your full height you begin to stride forward.  Your stride is interrupted, however, as a slender 
figure interposes himself between the quarry and hunters.  Words are exchanged, though what you cannot hear.  You 
know you should quicken your pace for this interloper cannot hope to help, yet for some reason you step remains 
steady.  A blade is drawn, and with surprising quickness it is met with equal ferocity by a blade wielded by the willowy 
saviour.  Impressively graceful, he draws a rapier and faces off with his opponents.  

Agile or no, help will probably be needed against so many.  You prepare to break into a run when a cacophony erupts 
behind you... 



Catching a breeze, the banner tied to your lance flutters, awakening you from your reverie.  The path you now follow 
is built upon scant traces -- for the moment it is all you have.  

Not yet a halfyear ago your life’s course was certain.  With dragon activity down, you had commissioned rings for 
your lady.  Many years you worked together in companionship under the service of the Order of Bahamut.  While 
your duties brought you satisfaction, a sense of direction, and even excitement, it was the companionship of Lady 
Rachelle that truly brought you joy in the fullness of life.

Your sister’s scrying was unable to pierce the veil surrounding the attack.  She warned of powerful magic at work, told 
stories of the avatar crisis, of strange portal activity.  But these words were meaningless to you, holding no concern.  
Lost and forlorn, you gathered your things and headed east.  The Galenas, you surmised, would provide solace.  

Fate intervened.  Ill-prepared as you rode off into darkness, stumbling upon the Monastery of the Yellow Rose was 
a fortunate turn.  The hospitality of Ilmater re-supplied your stores and helped calm your soul.  Further, a kindred 
friendship developed with the monks.  While the monastery was physically reclusive, the monks did not seek a place 
of escape.  Travelling far and wide, their order offered guidance and aid, gathered news and keept meticulous record 
of history.  They remained active in the world.

A fortnight ago, as you prepared to leave, a ranger patrol returned to the monastery. That the Cult of the Dragon may 
be involved was no surprise to you.  Their sloppy path pointed toward the town of Valls.  But a new name was also 
uttered:  The Grandfather of Assassins.  Where that path leads, you do not know.

Turning from the wind, you look ahead towards your destination.  You have been riding with your eyes to the mud for 
so long that you hadn’t noticed the conditions now surrounding you.  Tragedy has befallen this land and those who 
inhabit it.  Entering Valls you notice the pall of squalor that touches all, evidence of a people driven to the brink of 
survival by strife or disaster.  Such hardship does not arrive overnight -- had this news reached the other side of the 
mountain?  Times were quieter over there, yet here help seems to have been needed.  You cannot recall any tidings.  
Was your order too myopic in their task?

Before you descend once again to mire in the past, you sit up straight in the saddle.  Never have you understood why 
or how, but you feel a draconic presence is near.  Now alert, you continue to ride into town, looking about.  Before 
you lies the town square, where a great gathering appears to be in progress.  You scan the sky, but see nothing save a 
blackened tower to your south.  Agitated, you return your gaze forward.  

Overhead was not where the enemy lay.  Leaping above the crowd, frozen mid-attack by your gaze, are two dragonkin,  
They dive into the crowd, followed by the screams of the panicked... 



Gliding, you survey the land. 

Two seasons have passed since your flight began.  Your duty was to protect the forests, to learn and to heal.  Since the 
death of your mentor, your thoughts have only been of retribution.  Leagues have passed beneath your wings as you 
tracked their path, bringing you to the foothills of the Galena Mountains.  Mountains that are similar, yet at the same 
time different from those of your homeland.

Opening your senses, you take in the landscape below.  Unlike the rotund nature of the Greypeak Mountains where 
you spent your youth, the Galena Mountains leap skyward, their rugged flora a colourful mosaic scatted along the 
slopes.  The clime is not unfamiliar, but these lands are altogether new.  Gazing left and right, the lands seem to invite 
your discovery, the thrill of expanding your knowledge.  Realization also sets in that you have not felt the presence 
of any other druids tending to the land for some time.  

As you ponder, a city comes into view on the horizon.  Catching the wind, you arc towards it and soon it is passing 
beneath your wings.  Even from this height you feel the region’s duress.  There are too many people here, and they 
are not taking good care of themselves let alone their surroundings.  A few loops around the city confirm that these 
conditions are not altogether by choice.  

You have seen refugees before -- nay indeed you have been a refugee yourself.  The thought nudging at the back of your 
mind comes to the fore:  something is not right in this land.  Fields and woods both are unusually arid, the lack of 
druidic stewardship, and a city full of people escaping their plight.  Blight has befallen the land, an air of oppression 
fills the natural order.  Why had you not noticed before?

Circling, you find a good perch and aim for it.  Preening, you rest your weary wings.  A rest is what you need, you 
decide.  That should clear your mind.  Your passion has been too narrowly focussed;  you are simply mind-weary.  
Settling down onto your perch you close your eyes.  Below, you can hear a crowd has gathered, with much shouting 
and excitement.  The past months have accustomed you somewhat to the noise of cities.  But as you drift off you hear 
a noise you wouldn’t have expected:  the odd growl-roar of a bulette.  Or rather two bulettes.  Certainly not a sound 
one should hear in any encampment or city.

Rest, you tell yourself, you just want to rest a moment.  With a booming racket, the roars of the bulettes are joined 
in chorus, quickly followed by screams of the terrified.  Starting awake, you bolt your eyes open to be greeted with 
the scene below...



Not quite what you expected.

You look up to the scorched tower top.  Rivulets of soot mar the purity of the white stone where the conflagration 
began, ruining the uppermost levels.  Even now, thin wisps of smoke continue to break free and waft into the clear 
mountain air.  Whatever happened here does not at all seem to be of natural origin.

Looking at the rune on the door, you have no reason to believe that anything natural occurred here.  The symbol of 
the mage Gillopalatos looks back at you.  His rune is not unknown to you -- quite the contrary, you sought him out.  
A wizard specializing in portal magics, you hoped to enlist his aid in your blood debt, be it direct aid or something 
more intangible such as that found in the ancient tomes he was said to have kept. 

Even before the city had appeared on the horizon, Gillopalatos’ blackened tower lorded over your arrival to the 
city of Valls.  Upon entering the city gates you began to ask about;  many knew of the wizard, not many knew what 
had happened.  A fixture in the city for so long, few paid either the tower or the wizard much heed.  Those who 
were facing the tower at the time of the ‘event’ saw only a rippling, as though from heat, followed by a disturbingly 
soundless flash that seemed to envelop the whole tower.  Then came the fire.

Turning from the rune you sigh.  Even someone as experienced as Gillopalatos may mess up while dabbling in the 
delicate affairs of gates.  Was it by reason of the destabilization and decay caused during the Time of Troubles?    
Or are other forces at work?  Your mind races, but only for a moment.  Straightening, you gain focus.  Your path 
has already been a long one.  It does not end here, now.  Gillopalatos could have been a powerful helper.  But there is 
more than one way to attack the hordes.

Without warning, your memory drifts.  Your father, the last keeper of the Tor Arnok.  The tales of Myth Drannor’s 
fall.  And the day you took up your father’s oath to continue the fight against the vile denizens of the outer planes.  
From your earliest memories your father trained you, taught you the secrets of magic and the way of the blade.  
Lore was passed, as was his mantle.  When he fell, you carried on, unquestioning.  

For the first time your thoughts are not filled with incessant drive.  With the ruined tower at your back, your path 
lays curiously open.  Must all your deeds be in service of your father, of the people of Myth Drannor?  Does Corel-
lon judge you only by actions taken on that course?  

Blinking, you return to the present moment.  Fixed in place by the thoughts, you take in the scene.  A boister-
ous crowd has formed, and colourful banners float above a small procession of wagons.  A lively dressed gnome is 
yelling out to the audience, barking out greetings and invitations to their travelling show.  As the gnome begins to 
dance atop the cart, you turn to go, preparing a spell.  

With a curious pop, the spell crackles, leaving you standing where you began.  The sound seems weirdly much 
louder than it should be.  Turning, you realize the gnome is no longer standing atop his cart, and instead you are 
looking at the cart’s wheels and its underside.  Screams and shouts are filling the air from two locations.  And curi-
ous beasts are aflight...


